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INCREDIBLE DEALS AND THE VERY BEST IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

Order TODAY while stocks last!
NOTICE: There are several films depicting consensual “bareback” (condomless)
sex between informed adults. Barebacking (anal sex without a condom) is
considered an unsafe sexual practice. The producers and distributors as well as
ourselves, make no judgement as to the type of sex a person chooses to have
and presents all of these films as a fantasy and alternative to unsafe sexual
practices. If you are HIV negative, you should do everything possible to remain
that way. The models in all of these films made an informed decision to perform
without condoms. You are responsible for your own health, and each individual
is responsible for making the decision as to whether or not to use condoms.

We have another excellent
3 pack offer for you.

1 Sun Kissed Studs
2 Flip Flop Fuckers
3 Union Jack Hammer
Usually £28 each but this is a 3
DVD package for only £39.95, so
get your order in quick!!
This 3 pack can’t be included
in the discount structure.

CODE

GV2753

2

SOUND

English

3
PACK
OFFER

3 PACK Offer

PRICE

£39.95

24hr orderline · 0800 612 9074
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A Thief With A Giant Cock,

Mike de Marko is a punk looking
to score a five-finger discount in the wrong neighbourhood in this Bound In
Public dvd. When he gets caught shop-lifting the guys aim to teach him a
lesson. They expect to use Mike, and they do, but they didn’t expect to luck out
and find A Thief With A Giant Cock. Mike gets dragged around the store being
made to sniff crotches and let the shoppers play with his dick. When he finally
submits he gets six cocks shoved in his face. To teach him
a lesson they fuck him in front of the window and
make him beg for people to fuck him with a cock
in his mouth. After sucking the cum off the dicks
that were up his ass he still proves to be rebellious
so they drag him to the back for more!
CODE

GV2754

RUN TIME

96 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£26.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Double Vision 2,The Fisher Twins return with a special guest
appearance by Matt Woods in a hardcore 4-way
you won’t forget! Green eyes teen jock Alex and
blond pretty boy barely legal surfer boy suck and
fuck outdoors with Alex dumping a massive load on
Chris’s face! All this and much much more including
foot worship, cigarette smoking, and horned up
bottoms who cum while being fucked! Special guest
star Asian gymnast Shisune Nagasaki gets his gym
workout interrupted for a hot oral and anal session.
Double Vision # 2 porn Super cute boys, barely legal
hung teen toys, and identical twins!
CODE

GV2755

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£25.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

The Big Guns 4,

Butch Dixon is pulling
out all the stops as this hot and heavy DVD series
continues in THE BIG GUNS 4! This time, Butch
Dixon has gone around the world to cherry pick the
hottest, horniest men for your viewing pleasure.
British, Lebanese, French Canadian, these studs
are from all over and they’re boned up and ready to
fuck! Watch as they show off their sexual tenacity,
ravaging each other with wet sloppy blowjobs and
rough raunchy butt-fucking! And with the size of
these great spunk machines and the way they get
chewed this us a special Butch DVD.
CODE

GV2756

RUN TIME

100 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£28.00

FAST, FREE and DISCREET delivery!
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My Virtual JR. Daddy, The future of virtual man sex has arrived! Oneon-One, totally uninhibited and absolutely private! Featuring dual
camera angle and point-of-view sex. The possibilities are as varied as
your imagination and you are always in control. Interactive eroticism
at it’s ever fucking best. With technology so advanced that you won’t
believe your eyes! Enter a high-tech, custom-tailored, optionheavy
paradise of passion where all male, adult video superstar, Jason Ridge
is waiting for you, and and night, to fulfil your every decadent command.
Don’t forget you have to choose what you want the men to do!!!
CODE

GV2687

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £20.00
PRICE £17.00

3 Pack Offer

We have another excellent 3
pack offer for you. Usually £28
each but this is a 3 DVD package
for only £39.95, so get your
order in quick.
No further
CODE
discount on
GV1713 this pack offer.
SOUND

English

PRICE

£39.95

Knockout, Cash in your chips lads! It’s time to get poked up the arse in Triga’s

new Scally Classic ‘Knockout Strip Jack Naked’! Who gives a fuck who wins the game
as everyone’s a winner here! Chips are down but cocks are up as these fit Scally
fuckers cheat the sheet and fuck each other’s brains out in this spunk filled classic.
Watch Scally lad Damian hit the jackpot and win his dirty money as he fucks Jack right
up his arse while Paul gets more than a Lucky 7 getting banged all over the fucking
place.... Go on lads - play yer fuckin cards right and we can all have a go! There are more
than 3 cherries in this fucking game Lol!!! All British all horny spit roasting ficklest....If
you like Scallies getting tongued up the arse and big juicy dicks this is for you.
CODE

GV2622

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£23.00

Rentboy’s Emo Twinks 3, Rentboy’s Emo

Twinks 3 is a feast of shaggy haired English emos in fine fucking
action for emo lovers everywhere as ten gorgeous British lads
produce some great cumshots! See shy lads flower into fullyfledged butt bangers. Sensual and young, they trade kisses
and hard cocks as a prelude to hot arse play that ends in warm
seed splatterings! There is nothing more sensual then watching
a young never been being turned into a yes I have been and this
is what these twinks are all about and you will sure get your fill.
CODE

GV2688

4

RUN TIME

110 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£20.00

FAST, FREE and DISCREET delivery!

24hr orderline · 0800 612 9074

Bareback Piss Factory,

Those dirty
fucking boys are back, packed full of piss and a
rough forced sex scene. These boys are so dirty,
you won’t believe your eyes! Featuring two pissing
orgies and loads of bareback action scenes! This
is the ultimate in hardcore gay sex with a little bit
extra hardcore. Stiff cocks get rammed into every
hole they can before pissing their way to a golden
river. Open mouths drink the syrup and swallow
everything they can before exploding cum and
piss mix over everything they can.Bareback pissing
doesn’t get any better than this.
CODE

GV2757

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

PRICE

Foreign

£29.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Euro Boys Get Fucked,

4
Three DVDs, 4 HOURS of hardcore
fucking—you’d best warm up that wrist Hrs
before you settle in to watch EURO BOYS
GET FUCKED! In Gape Year, young lads are
moving on from school to work, travel, and fuck.
B is for Buggered features the sweetest twinks
you ever did see… having some proper raunchy sex!
And, last but not least, Shard Hard Lads have no
respect for authority, they answer only to their hard
uncut cocks! This is a full greasy hand of wanking for
you all in one hit and fuck does it explode into exctasy.
CODE

GV2758

RUN TIME

240 mins

3 DISC SET

SOUND

English

PRICE

£35.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Scared Stiff,

With Hallowe’en just around the corner,
the boys of STAXUS conjure up a scary, spooky tale of
loss, unresolved histories and supernatural terror. All
nicely interspersed with exactly the kind of hardcore
action that we’ve long since grown accustomed to
from the likes of Yuri Adamov, Sven Laarson and
Noah Matous. Fear is definitely only part of the story;
as this horny band of cock-lusting terrors joins forces
with new boys, JohnyCherry and Tristan Archer, for a
blood-curdling, ball-draining romp of totally spunktastic
proportions, but fear is the last thing on their minds as a
load of cock sucking and fucking goes viral.
CODE

GV2759

RUN TIME

100 mins

SOUND

Foreign

PRICE

£29.00

Order TODAY while stocks last!
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Order TODAY while stocks last!

Brexit Fuckers, We’ve heard all the

arguments about whether Britain should be in
and out of Europe – but now get ready to see
a fantastic collection of Brit boys getting in and
out of each other’s arses! These lads don’t give
a flying fuck about the pros and cons of the
Single Market or Schengen. All they’re interested
in is the next hot fuck and load of hot cum! Lads
like Brad Fitt and Connor Levi, who – along with
continental visitors such as Kamyk Walker –
won’t be satisfied until every hole has been filled and
every drop of Brit jizz has finally been drained!
CODE

GV2760

RUN TIME

253 mins

SOUND

English

2 DISC SET
PRICE

£29.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Bum-Boys Screwed Up the Ass Bareback!

Revolving mainly around the first time gay bareback sex adventures of
handsome cover boy Yuri - the cracking lad on the cover with his finger up
another lad’s tight asshole - Bum Boys Screwed Up The Ass Bareback is
top stuff! In two of four the scenes you get to see the sexy Yuri performing
with his young friends. Yuri is a cute little top who sucks his mates off,
enjoying the feel of hot teen cock throbbing in his mouth. He then loosens
up their virgin assholes with his fingers and probing tongue, and bums them
bareback with his fat hard pulsing dick before dumping hot spunk into their
mouths and faces. The other scenes are just as hot with sexy, smooth and
slim Russian lads enjoying bareback bumming and hot cum loads in the gob.
Six Russian teen boys in 145 minutes of cock throbbing action!
CODE

GV2761

RUN TIME

145 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£26.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Raw Lessons, Some lessons in life are

harder than others – and nowhere is this truism
more evident than at the STAXUS Academy, where
some of the hottest, horniest young lads get the
education of a lifetime in the art of sucking cock and
fucking ass! Guided by the experienced hands of sexmaestro Sam Williams, this band of eager students
(Darko Simic, Richie Hajek and Alan Benfelen
included) take every lesson – not to mention every
dick! – to heart. The result? A hardcore curriculum of
raw, uncut phalluses and copious amounts of thick,
sticky spunk!
CODE

GV2762

6

RUN TIME

103 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£29.00

24hr orderline · 0800 612 9074
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British Kit Lads,

Triga has scoured the street corners of Britain and
found the roughest and horniest British chavs for some filthy duo and straight
lad solo cock action! British Kit Lads is exactly as it says on the box - fit lads in
sports kit. First up is Terry and is rock hard from the word go as he gobs plenty
on his big shaved cock while using his trainer to work his nuts and the laces as a
kit-lad-cockring. And when its time to blow, the trainer gets well messy.
Nice one, pal. Stuart has got the horn and needs to
empty his balls. But he ain’t got time to get all his kit
off so the boots stay on as the boy gets off. Watch as
he splashes his tummy tattoo with a few good shots
of jizz. Nicky finds himself alone in the changing room
and the smell of the other lads gets him going!
CODE

RUN TIME

GV2763

95 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£23.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Dirty Blonds,

Blonds come in all shades and sizes. This film highlights
one particular variety: the young, hung, and full of cum. In the title scene, Lukas
Grande and Stefan Nash get more than what they bargained for as a steamy
one night stand turns into something more. It’s
the kind of “love at first load” story we all dream
about. Watch as Jessie Montgomery & Cooper
Steel prove that the only thing more beautiful
than a sunny day on the water are these two
boys at full mast. Helix Superstar Andy Taylor
show us everything, including the best cure for
morning wood as the angelic Matt Klein serves
up a delicious bowl of breakfast booty.
CODE

GV2764

RUN TIME

119 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£32.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Stalked,

TV star Steven Daigle returns to explore his dark
side in Steven Daigle Stalked, from Hall of Fame
director Chi Chi LaRue. With fame comes filth as
Steven finds himself being stalked through the
streets of Los Angeles and led to a sex club where
he is made to serve every horned up hunk’s darkest
desire. After he and Adam Killian take turns fucking
each other, Leo Giamani joins them for a torrid
threeway that leaves Steven spent and covered
in cum. But it’s only the beginning for Steven who
soon sees himself servicing the entire all-star cast.
Piss, sweat and cum drenched to the end.
CODE

GV2765

RUN TIME

95 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£32.00

FAST, FREE and DISCREET delivery!
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The Gay Patriot 5,

Everyday young studs are called on to
4
service the cock of their countrymen. All in the name of patriotism. 12
Scenes - 4 hours of hardcore gay action! This is where the gay guys hang Hrs
out! Starting this film as they mean to go on with a tanned stud sucking
the life out of a throbbing hard cock before things get more serious with
thick hard cock being pounded into tight arsehole. Another scene out by the pool two
hunks pull their trunks down to suck on each other’s cocks before bending over on a
stone bench to have arseholes rimmed and finger fucked, still using the bench as a
bed of sorts they lay back and take each other hard and rough deep inside their arses.
CODE

GV2117

RUN TIME

240 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £27.00
PRICE £23.00

Sleazy Restroom Riders,

Going to the toilet is a
perfectly natural need, but this group of horny twinks take visiting
the restroom to a whole new level in their constant search for the
biggest hardest cocks around in Sleazy Restroom Riders. Indeed,
cottaging has never looked such fun as they suck and fuck to
their hearts content - all in the knowledge that anyone could walk
through the door and disturb them at any moment! With a dozen
scenes and over three hours, this two disc classic is a musthave 2 DISC SET
for all sleazy lovers of cheap anonymous sex!
CODE

GV2627

RUN TIME

180 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £29.00
PRICE £25.00

Slaveboy Recruits, Once the contract is signed you become the property

of the house to do with as they wish. Chained naked to the wall, his first prospective
employer arrives to inspect the goods and tries his arse out for size with a finger,
an inflatable dildo and a butt plug before lubing him up to take a real piece of meat.
It’s defiantly a dog’s life, unless of course you’re a cute slaveboy who is shackled and
chained in a kennel like a stray waiting for a new master. When one comes along, he’ll
do anything to please him. Bending over, this blonde cutie offers up his virgin arse and
winces as his tight hole is thumbed - loosening him up to receive a man-sized cock. A new
Slaveboy Recruit is shackled between two posts and is left to face three boy-hungry men.
CODE

GV594

RUN TIME

120 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £20.00
PRICE £17.00

Straight To Bareback 8, What happens when you put a bunch
of straight guys common is that they are straight and end up
doing another dude. It’s hot watching these guys start out
trying to be all jock-like, only to fall to their own desire to satisfy
their cocks. Watch as straight talking mouths are used for cock
sucking, rising their smug look clean off they can’t wait to delve
in deeper and that’s deep inside tight arseholes, pounding their
hard throbbing cock inside until they can’t take anymore and blow
their creamy load! Don’t miss out on a straight to bareback film!
CODE

GV2648

8

RUN TIME

113 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£22.00

FAST, FREE and DISCREET delivery!

24hr orderline · 0800 612 9074

All The Way In,All The Way In is 100%

bareback salt and pepper sex at its very best!
The boys may be young, but they certainly
know their way around a hard fat cock and a
tight blow hole! Ebony and ivory cum together,
as the brothers flip on each other to chow
down on mighty dicks that twitch and ache
to be touched, licked and swallowed. Whether
they are pairing up, making a hot manwich
with a dark filling, or sharing four ways, it’s
a gluttony of sensuous kissing, deep cock
sucking, ass rimming and balls deep fucking!
CODE

RUN TIME

GV2766

90 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£26.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Amazon Sex ,

The horny, hunky guys
from the Amazon are showing use how natural
and horny their outdoor fantasies are. These
guys can’t wait to strip off their loin cloths and
leaf skirts to show us their muscled stomachs,
tight arses and gorgeous faces and let’s not
forget those thick uncut hard cocks. Watch these
boys drop to their knees and suck long and hard
on fresh meat before bending over and being
pounded hard and raw in the great outdoors,
against a truck, in the long grass or by the rocky
water pool. Hot action throughout!
CODE

GV2767

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

Foreign

PRICE

£17.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

All Stars, What makes these Hot House All

Stars? Well, start with a handsome face and buff
muscle body leading down to a lean stomach, a
plump round ass and a dick that’s only found in
the big leagues. But it takes more than that to be
in an all-star - these major leaguers have plenty of
swagger to back up their big dicks. So put on your
favourite jockstrap and get ready to cruise the Hot
House locker room where our All Stars are getting
ready for the big exhibition game. These Hot House
All Stars are smoking hot and you’re going to need
more than just a jock strap to clean up the mess!
CODE

GV2768

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£29.00

Order TODAY while stocks last!
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Order TODAY while stocks last!

Sex Beasts,

Matthias Von Fistenberg
sure has a way of finding incredibly huge, uncut
cocks and the greedy bottom whores that have
no control over their animal instinct, inch by assstretching inch, brazillian studs show no mercy as
they savagely wreck assholes and drop loads. This
is a real feel of Rio gathering as the samba cock
gets drained not once but time and time again . The
beasts of sex are just hungry for more and more
the greed drives them mad for cock after cock and
the success is staggering I just wish I was on the
receiving end sometimes.
CODE

GV2769

RUN TIME

120 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£31.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Up For It!

Let’s not beat about the bush, we like our boys
to be wild and uninhibited – up for anything,
any place and any time! Guys like Justin Conway,
Tim Law and Rudy Valentino, who love to be raw
and raunchy everywhere we take them and who
think nothing of playing to the max just for the
camera. Be it hardcore fun in a sling, a little dildoplay, rampant double-penetration or even just
hanging out with the gang for a few beers, this
group of fuckers are pretty much up for anything.
So the question is: are you?
CODE

GV2770

RUN TIME

104 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£29.00

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Bareback Cum Eaters,

Bareback
Cum Eaters take it raw and swallow it whole. Not
only will these willing sluts take every raw inch of
your dick, but they’ll swallow every last drop of cum
you spurt too. Fuck them hard, fill them with spunk
- and they will always thank you for it afterwards!
They are always hungry for a load or two! Dont miss
these saucy sucking hunks, they want to peel your
clothes off run their hands over your hot body, they
want that throbbing veined cock hiding away in your
pants wanking and sucking until you explode and
they can gobble your creamy goodness up!
CODE

GV2771
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RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £25.00
PRICE £22.00

24hr orderline · 0800 612 9074
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Fuckin’ Orgy Sluts,

Crammed with nothing but sexy young twinks in hot
scenes! Playing over three hours, this set is a must for all group sex lovers! Groups of
hot young twinks strip off their clothes and all start kissing and touching each other in
groups of up to eight hunks. Wanking on shafts, teasing helmets and groping balls. They
normally pick one of the lads as their favourite in most of the scenes and all the boys
take their turns pounded their arse or shoving their cocks into his mouth while someone
else has their turn on the backdoor entrance. All the boys have their turns at sucking
fucking, being fucked and enjoying each others hot bodies before the hot
cum shower commences and all are drenched in creamy white goodness.
CODE

GV1823

RUN TIME

2 DISC SET

SOUND

PRICE

English

2 DISC SET

£29.00

Raw Relaxation,

Massages with added facials and a happy ending! The
Barebackers take a long relaxing weekend at the spa to cool down after all the
cock sucking and ass fucking they’ve been up to. Little did they know that the
steam rooms and Jacuzzis would turn them on even more; insatiably hungry for
dick they end up with more hardcore twink action than ever. We all love a spa day
don’t we, a chance to relax and unwind after a long week at work with a massage
and maybe a facial, well these boys take it to the extreme with cock massages and
cum facials they can’t wait to get hold of each others throbbing hard cock meat and
release some tension. Plenty of action throughout not to be missed!
CODE

GV2194

RUN TIME

83 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £25.00
PRICE £21.00

Boys On The Pull, These boys on the pull will take

it anywhere they can get it! These horned up lads will pull at
work, on the street, hell, they’ll even pull at church their pulling
power is endless. But when you’re young and fit you don’t
need to pray, you need to get off with every stiff-cocked boy
you can find! And make it special, being young can only mean
one thing and it’s that word is stamina!! They can go as long
and as hard as they want to and still come back for dessert. And
as usual boys fit with big cocks get what they want.
CODE

GV2664

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

RRP £25.00
PRICE £17.00

Black Fuckers, These hung studs are hot, handsome and hung - and
fuck like gods! Gay interracial fucking is where it’s at in this latest
release from the amazing Alexander Pictures studio. They’ve
gathered together six hardcore scenes of jock boys sucking and
taking the hung cocks of their buddies, feasting on incredible
shafts and taking them in their snug asses for some great fucking!
It’s all leading up to some great cum shots too, certain to leave your
own cock dripping with juice! Black fuckers can’t wait to get their
hard cocks dug in deep, don’t miss out on this hot hardcore action!
CODE

GV2660

RUN TIME

90 mins

SOUND

English

PRICE

£25.00

FAST, FREE and DISCREET delivery!
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Don’t Miss Out £12.50 DVD’s!!!

PRICE

2.50
GV1428 £1
CODE

CODE

GV1317 £1PRICE
2.50

PRICE

12

CODE

GV1655 £1PRICE
2.50

2.50
GV1430 £1
CODE

PRICE

2.50
GV1768 £1
CODE

PRICE

CODE

GV1120 £1PRICE
2.50

2.50
GV1387 £1
CODE

PRICE

2.50
GP454 £1
CODE

PRICE

CODE

GV1605 £1PRICE
2.50

2.50
GV780 £1
CODE

PRICE

2.50
GV1375 £1
CODE

PRICE

2.50
GV1237 £1
CODE

TheseFREE
dvd’sand
can DISCREET
not be included
with any others
FAST,
delivery!

for discounts • This offer is for this page Only.

Order TODAY while stocks last!

LAST FEW!!! ORDER TODAY!!!

CODE

GV582

WAS £27
NOW £20

CODE

GA214 £2PRICE
9.00

PRICE

CODE

GV944

5.00
GV1980 £2
CODE

PRICE

9.00
GV2641 £2
CODE

WAS £30
NOW £25

PRICE

CODE

GV2553 £3PRICE
1.00

8.00
GV2562 £2
CODE

PRICE

2.00
GV2605 £3
CODE

PRICE

CODE

GV2626 £2PRICE
5.00

8.00
GV2126 £2
CODE

PRICE

0.00
GV869 £2
CODE

PRICE

7.00
GV2068 £2

FAST, FREE and DISCREET delivery!

CODE

13

